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Abstract

In this study we derive spherical harmonic models of
Mercury’s magnetic field from measurements of the
MESSENGER mission. The models describe large
scale external and internal magnetic fields. The Gauss
coefficients of the magnetic fields mainly show peri-
odic temporal variations that are related to Mercury’s
orbital period around the sun. These periods are found
for external and internal field variations, where inter-
nal field variations appear as internal variation, but
may also originate in regions below MESSENGER
and above Mercury’s surface. It is known that magne-
tospheric fields are due to interactions of the planet’s
internal magnetic field and the interplanetary (solar)
magnetic field. Previous research suggested internal
field variations to be generated by an induction effect
in Mercury’s core. Such process may show a time lag
between the causing external field variation and the
core response. However, we do not find such time lag,
which may be due to the limited temporal resolution
of our analyzes. Furthermore, our new results sug-
gest that magnetic fields may also be generated in Mer-
curys exosphere. Most likely by transient current sys-
tems. Possible mechanisms that generate these tran-
sient exospheric magnetic fields include wind-driven
electrical current systems, and the diamagnetic effect.
These results may hold implications for the produc-
tion of electrically charged particles in Mercury’s ex-
osphere at altitudes upward 400 km above the Planet’s
surface, but also for the electrical conductivity of Mer-
cury’s mantle and crust.

1. Introduction
The planet Mercury is characterized by a peculiar in-
ternal magnetic field. Although it has a deep origin
as for the Earth, it is much weaker, strongly axisym-
metric, and has a much larger quadrupole-to-dipole ra-
tio at its surface than on the Earth [1, 2, 3]. The cur-
rent data coverage (by MESSENGER, between March
2011 and April 2015) is too limited to derive a global
model with a high spatial resolution. However, the du-

ration of the mission, in excess of 16 Hermean years,
makes it possible to study if there are any temporal
changes on the global scale. We investigate these vari-
ations of internal and external origin, as modeled from
the measurements once a mean magnetic field model
has been subtracted. In this study we analyze these
variations and correlate them with the orbital parame-
ters.

2. MESSENGER data and mean
model

MESSENGER orbited around Mercury During this in-
terval it flew at low altitude (below 1000 km) mainly
over the northern hemisphere. This led to an uneven
distribution for topics related to the description and un-
derstanding of the Hermean magnetic field. Due to this
data distribution it is only possible to compute low de-
gree and order spherical harmonic global models (e.g.,
[1-2]), or local models (over the northern hemisphere)
with a better resolution (e.g., [3]). All these models
are temporally averaged, and describe the mean mag-
netic field of Mercury. For self-consistency we start
with the raw magnetic field measurements and com-
pute a mean magnetic field model up to degree and
order 3. We consider only night-side measurements
below 1000-km altitude. The derived model is very
similar to that of [3]. We then subtract the measure-
ments from this model in order to focus on the time-
varying residuals. Time-varying model Measurements
are sorted into temporal bins so that each contains 8
consecutive orbits (provided that there are no signifi-
cant gaps between orbits). For each subset, a SH de-
gree and order 1 internal and external magnetic field
model is computed. The misfit of each subset signif-
icantly improves, going from about 50 nT (after re-
moval of a mean global magnetic field) to about 20 nT
(after modeling of the considered subset).

3. Results
The results consist in a time series of 6 times 450 co-
efficients, for the internal (g10, g11, and h11) and ex-
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ternal (q10, q11, and s11) parts. We show on Figure.
1 time series of the external and internal axial dipole
terms.
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Figure 1: Time series of Gauss coefficients g10 (black)
and q10 (red) over the duration of the MESSENGER
mission.

4. Summary and Conclusions
External and internal magnetic field variations are
highly correlated and present a periodic temporal vari-
ability. Their main period is 88 days; i.e., the dura-
tion of one Hermean revolution around the Sun. This
periodic variation seems to be modulated by an addi-
tional term, which cancels out in the beginning during
the first half of 2013. This corresponds to the time
when MESSENGER’s periapsis was the closest to the
pole. Similar observations are made for the equatorial
dipole terms, although the main periods are different,
with two overlapping ones at 58 and 176 days (i.e.,
one day and two years or one solar day). In this pa-
per we will show several statistical analyzes, which all
confirm these figures. These correlated time variations
of internal and external origin are very intriguing and
their exact origin is under investigation. The fact that
most periods are associated with the orbital parameters
of Mercury make an external origin more likely, with
possibly different source regions.
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